Abstract-Do banks matter for growth, and if so, how? This paper examines the effects of national banks in the United States from 1870 to 1900. I use the discontinuity in entry caused by a large minimum size requirement to identify the effects of banking. For the counties on the margin between getting a bank and not, gaining a bank increased production per person by 10%. National banks in rural areas improved agriculture over manufacturing, moving counties toward geographic comparative advantage. Since these banks made few long-term loans, the evidence suggests that the provision of working capital and liquidity matters for growth.
I. Introduction
T HERE is a growing consensus that financial development contributes to growth both internationally and within nations. 1 Yet since financial institutions typically go where they expect to make the most profits, it is difficult to determine just how important they are for growth. Moreover, since financial institutions typically do many things and may alleviate many different types of constraints, it is still unclear which financial services matter for growth.
Understanding the importance of financial institutions is crucial for both developed and developing economies. As developed countries seek the appropriate balance for financial regulation, whether by increasing capital requirements (Admati & Hellwig, 2013) or putting restrictions on certain activities, it is vital to understand the likely cost of regulations. Some services and institutions may be very valuable, and restricting them too much may harm growth; others may not be important for growth but may add to risk, and so should be strictly regulated. In developing countries, new services outside traditional banking and financial markets are being offered to the poor. Which services and institutions should be subsidized and encouraged, and which should be carefully regulated and restricted, depends on their effects.
This paper examines a period in United States history of rapid financial, economic, and geographic growth. From 1870 to 1900, the United States expanded economically and geographically, settling its vast interior. National banks, those chartered and regulated by the federal government, expanded with the rest of the country and were by far the most important financial institutions in the period. National banks could issue money directly in the form of bank notes and were central to the flow of funds that accompanied the vast increase in internal trade during the period.
To analyze the effects of these banks, I create a rich new data set that gives the exact geographic location and size of every national bank in 1870, 1880, 1890, and 1900 . Charged with regulating the national banks and the money they issued, the Comptroller of the Currency collected and published the balance sheet of every national bank each year. Since national banks were not allowed to branch, the place of business listed in the accounts allows me to locate each bank precisely and examine how much local financial development mattered. 2 Concerned with the stability of the money supply, Congress required national banks to have a large minimum dollar amount of equity, called capital stock in the banking parlance of the day. Unlike the minimum capital-asset ratio typically required today, the large minimum total size meant that banks were limited in where they could enter profitably; not every county could support a bank of the minimum size, and many banks opened with exactly the minimum amount of capital stock. Combined with the no-branching rule, the constraint 922 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS was binding. For example, when Congress loosened the minimum size in 1900, hundreds of smaller banks opened in just two years and nearly a thousand within the decade. I introduce and estimate a simple model of constrained bank entry using the minimum capital stock constraint. The estimates suggests that banks were still willing to open even when pushed to have more than double their profit-maximizing equity. Even banks unconstrained by the minimum still had capital stock of more than 20% of their assets, far higher than banks today. Because of their high equity and limits on their lending activities, national banks rarely failed, even during the worst of the period's several financial crises (Wicker, 2000) . While one should be careful drawing conclusions about modern banking from these estimates, they do suggest that banks can still open and provide valuable financial services even with much higher capital requirements. 3 How important were these banks for the real economy? Simply comparing areas that had banks with those that did not does not identify the effect of banking, since counties where banks want to enter are also likely to be areas of high economic activity or may grow quickly in the future. The minimum size requirement constrained entry, and so banks did not enter many areas that otherwise could have profitably supported a smaller bank. The underlying discontinuity in entry creates a discontinuity in the effect of banking. Some counties had significantly more banking than they would have received if banks were allowed to open at their optimum endogenous size; others had much less since smaller banks could not open. Reduced-form estimates that compare neighboring counties, or compare counties that get a bank this decade with counties that get a bank the next decade, suggest that getting a bank of the minimum size increases production per person between 6% and 11%.
To more precisely estimate the causal effects of these banks, I combine the estimates of bank entry with the discontinuity of entry induced by the minimum capital stock requirement. The estimates of bank entry using the panel provide information about the distribution of what banks would have liked to do in each county if they could enter freely. This distribution suggests, for example, the counties in which banks were just barely willing to enter. In 1860, before national banks existed, such counties produced similar amounts to counties that just barely did not get a bank. Combining these underlying distributions with the discontinuity in entry, the estimated effect on production per person of gaining a bank of the minimum size for a marginal rural county is 10.1%.
Although the national banks engaged in most of the other functions of modern banks, they were not generally making long-term investments, and in particular they could not take land as collateral. Banking experts at the time considered that limitation particularly problematic for farmers who could not use their major asset, land, as collateral (Wright, 1922) . Instead, these banks helped provide liquidity and working capital as well as risk pooling (see section II for more on the role of these banks). They also played an important role in the payments system through their correspondent networks (James, 1978) .
Given that these banks were limited in their ability to make long-term loans and could not take land as collateral, one might think that they would have only a limited impact on agriculture. Yet for marginal counties in rural areas, gaining a bank tended to shift production toward agriculture, despite the rapid rise in manufacturing over the period and the limitations for national banks on taking mortgages. The share of manufacturing in production for such counties falls because agricultural production increases far faster than manufacturing. The nature of the discontinuity means that the treatment effect applies only to counties in rural areas at the margin between getting a bank and not; the effects of national banks may have been different in urban areas. The pattern suggests that by aiding farmers or merchants with working capital and so facilitating trade, national banks helped counties move toward comparative advantage.
While the focus of much of financial development theory has been on how financial institutions fund new investments, the working capital, liquidity, and payments services of banks or other financial institutions may be equally or even more important. 4 Recent empirical work has also suggested the importance of working capital and the availability of liquidity for small enterprises in urban areas of developing countries (Banerjee et al., 2015; de Mel, McKenzie, & Woodruff, 2008 ). Yet finance for working capital is crucial even in advanced economies, whether it is trade finance for exports (Amiti & Weinstein, 2011) or trade credit from other firms (Ng, Smith, & Smith, 1999) . Distance to financial institutions still matters in developed countries as well (Cetorelli & Strahan, 2006; Guiso et al., 2004) , although improved communication technology may have diminished the importance of distance somewhat (Petersen & Rajan, 2002) .
II. National Banks in the Gilded Age
This section gives a brief description of the financial institutions of the period and the sources and construction of the 4 The distinction between funding a new investment and providing the working capital to either producers or intermediaries to get goods to market and payment clearing is perhaps subtle, but it seems clear that both rhetoric and modeling focus on funding investments rather than commerce. Aghion and Bolton (1997) present one version of the constrained entrepreneur. The entrepreneur might be making a human capital investment as in Banerjee and Newman (1993) or, in Galor and Zeira (1993) , the entrepreneur is someone deciding on an occupational choice. Galor and Moav (2004) provide an even more nuanced growth story, with similar underlying choices. In Greenwood and Jovanovic (1990) and Townsend and Ueda (2006) , the entrepreneur faces a risky high return, or a safe low return investment, and financial markets bring diversification. data, and it provides some descriptive statistics. The national banking system played an important role in the early discussion of the importance of money, banking, and credit. 5 The more recent literature on the period has focused on the integration of financial markets (Binder & Brown, 1991; Davis, 1965; James, 1976a; Sullivan, 2009) . Although there is an extensive literature about national banks and financial markets during the period, this paper is the first to estimate their effects on local growth.
The National Currency Act of 1863 and the National Banking Act of 1864 allowed the newly created Comptroller of the Currency to charter national banks, which could issue national bank notes backed by U.S. treasury bills-in effect allowing these banks to issue and back U.S. currency. State banks were slow to convert to national banks, and so in 1865 Congress passed a new act that established a 10% tax on state bank notes. Not surprisingly, over the next year almost all state banks converted to national banks or closed (White, 1983) . In the late 1880s as deposit banking became more important and states allowed banks to form without a special charter, the number of state banks increased rapidly, filling an apparent void left by the national banking system. Yet the national banks still held over 74% of all banking assets in 1900. 6 The commercial paper market also became increasingly important, partly as a response to the lack of large-scale investment banking (Calomiris, 2000) .
One goal of the National Banking Acts was to create a uniform bank note currency that would trade at face value. To help ensure the stability of the new monetary and banking system, the acts imposed several restrictions on the new banks, including a prohibition on taking land as collateral and large minimum capital stock requirements to enter. The goal was to have the national banks be stable and well enough capitalized that their bank notes would trade at par. A national bank needed at least $50,000 in capital stock to form, and it faced larger limits in highly populated areas. 7 5 For example, the new Review of Economics and Statistics published a four-part series from 1924 to 1927 solely on national bank statistics starting with Young (1924) . Similarly, the Journal of Political Economy published a four-part series, a comment, and a reply starting with Moulton (1918) on commercial banking and capital formation whose primary source of data was the national banks.
6 Figure S .1 in the online appendix shows the growth of state and national banks over the period. It is clear that there were few state banks until the 1890s. See James (1978) and Barnett (1911) for a discussion of the spread of state banks. After around 1890, many states had less stringent capital requirements than the National Banking Act (James, 1976b) , which allowed state banks to open more easily. 7 The limits increased by population size: banks needed $50,000 in a town with no more than 6,000 inhabitants, at least $100,000 in cities between 6,000 and 50,000, and at least $200,000 in larger cities. The evidence does not suggest that the limits above $50,000 were strictly enforced; banks could simply open in a nearby town if they did not want to open with a large amount of capital. Between 1870 and 1880, counties with cities with populations between 4,000 and 6,000 gain somewhat more banks per capita than counties with towns over 6,000, but the difference is statistically insignificant, despite the doubling of required capital as population increased over 6,000.
The capital size appears to have been reasonably easy to circumvent by opening in a nearby town. While it seems possible to use the change in capital requirements around 6,000 as an instrument to estimate the effect of banking, it does not have good explanatory power.
The national banks were involved in many of the activities of modern banks, but they were particularly important for their short-term liquidity provision and the working capital they provided. Banking theory typically divides the services banks offer into four main categories: (a) providing liquidity and payments to ease the exchange of goods and services, (b) risk management and pooling savings, (c) monitoring investments, and (d) asset and maturity transformation. 8 The national banks were involved in all four categories to some extent, much like the modern "universal bank," but were generally limited to making only short-term loans. Their main investment activities were providing liquidity directly by issuing bank notes, indirectly through providing working capital to producers and merchants, and moving funds through their role in the payments system. For example, in 1876 their regulator, the Comptroller of the Currency, held that "as banks are commercial institutions, created for commercial purposes, preference in discounts should always be given to paper based upon commercial transactions. Banks are not loan offices. It is no part of their business to furnish their customers with capital" (quoted in Bolles, 1903, p. 121) . National banks were prohibited from taking real estate as collateral, and the banking practice of the day pushed them to make only short-term self-liquidating loans. 9 Further, around two-thirds of the deposits of the banks in rural areas were time deposits (James, 1978) . Given the short duration of their loans, that means they did not offer substantial maturity transformation.
To analyze the effects of these banks, I have created a new data set at the bank level of all national banks in 1870, 1880, 1890, and 1900. The bank-level data come from the national bank accounts collected by the Comptroller of the Currency, still the official regulator of national banks, and reported to Congress each year. 10 The accounts of each bank report the town or city in which it was located, which, since branching was not allowed, was its only place of business. I match these towns and cities with the place names from the Graphical Names Information System maintained by the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, which gives gives the precise location of every bank.
The Census collects a wide range of demographic and economic information every ten years and reports the aggregates for counties, which are subunits of states, almost always with their own local governments. In keeping with the importance of agriculture during the period, the Census collected detailed information on farm production, yields, and farm size, as well 924 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS Standard deviations in parentheses. The average is taken over counties and is unweighted. Values are in dollars from the Census or national bank accounts and are not corrected for inflation or deflation (there was significant deflation between 1870 and 1880 as the United States went back to a full gold backing of its currency). Rural Union counties are counties from Union or border states with an urban population of fewer than 50,000. Yield is the farm production value divided by the area of improved farmland in a county, excluding extreme values driven low areas of improved farmland).
as some information on manufacturing production. Haines and ICPSR (2010) collected and entered this information. I use the National Historical Graphical Information System (Minnesota Population Center, 2004) to match the the Census data with counties and the location of banks. County boundaries shift occasionally, so to create a consistent panel, I standardize on the 1890 county definitions. Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for banking and economic variables over counties and for each decade. Throughout the analysis, I exclude all counties that had an urban population of 50,000 or more in 1880, which excludes counties with major cities. Since these counties are not constrained by the minimum capital stock requirement and the activities of banks in counties with large urban populations were different from banks in rural counties, it makes sense to exclude them from the analysis. The table shows statistics for both all rural counties, and separately for the rural counties in the "Union" states in the Northeast, Atlantic, and Midwest. 11 Combining farm and manufacturing production from the Census, I create a measure of total production per capita. While it does not include services, and so does not directly measure aggregate output, services would have been a small portion of the economy at the time. I do not adjust for deflation 11 The full list of states in the restricted sample is Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. or inflation in the table or the regressions, but instead allow for time effects throughout the analysis. There was significant deflation during the period, particularly around the Resumption Act of 1875, and so values in nominal dollars tend to understate growth.
The average county population grows substantially over the time period. Following a dip in nominal values during the 1870s, so does manufacturing and farming production per capita, and in real terms both are growing quickly. 12 The average number of banks increases over time as well, particularly during the 1880s, when the banks per capita more than double. Moreover, banks tended to fill in gaps in geographic coverage-the average distance to a bank declines substantially from 1870 to 1890. Table S.1 in the online appendix gives additional statistics on the number and size of the national banks from 1870 to 1900.
III. Bank Entry in the Presence of Minimum Capital Constraints
This section examines the entry decision of national banks. It begins by providing empirical evidence that the minimum capital stock requirement constrained entry. Motivated by 12 Manufacturing production tends to be fairly concentrated even when I exclude counties with an urban population of more than 50,000 in 1880. So although total manufacturing production is more than half of aggregate production in some years, in an unweighted average over counties, it represents less than half of total production since many counties have little manufacturing. that evidence, I introduce and estimate a simple model of entry in the face of the minimum capital constraint. The next section then shows how to use the implied discontinuity to estimate the causal effect of bank entry on county outcomes. While the modern banking literature discusses capitalization requirements a great deal, it typically refers to a minimum equity-to-assets ratio, which would not necessarily have constrained entry, instead of a minimum dollar amount of equity. Figure 1 shows the histogram of capital stock in $1,000s in counties from 1870 to 1900. There are many counties bunched at 0 (no entry) and 50 (minimum size entry). Since some banks entered with more than 50, the bunching at 0 and 50 suggests that the minimum was constraining. The last panel in figure 1 shows the capital stock distribution in 1902. As Sylla (1969) suggested, the best evidence that the minimum capital stock requirement was binding, even at the end of the period, is what happened when it was loosened. Congress reduced the minimum capital stock requirement from $50,000 to $25,000 in 1900. Within two years, hundreds of new banks entered at the minimum size, some banks at $50,000 reduced their capital, and the number of unbanked counties fell substantially. Such changes show that the minimum capital stock constraint must have been binding, since banks were willing to enter counties at the new lower capital stock requirements that they had not been willing to enter before. The capital structure of banks mattered for entry.
A. Bank Entry and Evidence of Constrained Entry
The top two panels of figure 2 show how total assets, loans, and discounts vary with the capital stock. Capital stock and total liabilities vary approximately linearly. By modern standards, these banks were very well capitalized: capital stock was usually around one-quarter of total assets. Capital stock also scales nearly linearly with loans (banks made other investments beyond loans, including issuing bank notes and holding bonds). This suggests that the amount of capital stock in a county is a good representation of the amount of banking activity in a county.
The bottom two panels of figure 2 also provide the first evidence that the constrained entry mattered for other outcomes. Both capital stock and capital stock per person vary approximately continuously with log production per person as long as there are banks in a county. There is a precipitous drop of more than 30% in production per person going from some banking to no banking. There is nothing special about the $50,000 minimum except for its effect on entry, so surely at least some of these counties could have supported a smaller bank. Of course, some of the counties were in the Nevada desert, so simply comparing counties with banks to those without is problematic. I return to this difficult empirical problem in section IV.
B. Optimal Entry with a Minimum Capital Requirement
It is clear from figure 1 that the minimum capital stock constrained entry. Moreover, even banks that entered with the minimum capital raised deposits. Equity and deposits must not be exactly substitutable as in a Modigliani and Miller (1958) framework. In the supplemental appendix, I The size of the marker is proportional to the number of counties in the bin. Each dot for the average liabilities, loans, and log production per capita is the average of the counties that fall in a $5,000-wide bin. Overall year effects are first removed from log total production per capita. In the bottom right panel, capital stock per person is measured as (capital/population) × (marginal county population / 50). introduce a simple model of a profit-maximizing bank deciding whether to enter a given county. The key friction that makes the capital structure and the presence of a local bank matter is that local borrowers and depositors do not have access to the national market. The bank can therefore offer valuable services to depositors who value the returns offered by deposits or their liquidity, as recent work by DeAngelo and Stulz (2014) shows. The lack of financial access by locals means that the bank can pay a lower rate on deposits than for its equity, and so would like to rely entirely on deposits. The bank is limited in relying entirely on deposits by the minimum capital stock and by the depositors themselves, who demand higher returns as the bank attempts to raise more deposits. These competing forces lead the bank to an optimal capital structure that is internal, relying on both equity and deposits.
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The model of profit-maximizing banks suggests that when unconstrained by the minimum capital constraint, banks have an optimum capital stock in a given county. I model that optimum as a function of the county population P ct and local unobservable business conditions η c and local temporal shocks ct :
(
The online appendix shows how to get equation (1) as an exact representation of profit-maximizing behavior given linear demand and supply curves, but the log-linear form is a reasonable reduced form even without those assumptions.
When banks do face a minimum capital constraint, they must decide whether entry in any given county is still profitable. If a bank enters with too much capital, it becomes unprofitable, and so the minimum capital stock constrains entry. Since banks may be constrained, what a bank actually does and is observable (C ct ) may be different from what a bank would like to do (C * ct ). Suppose demand for banking is very high. As long as C * ct > 50, the bank is unconstrained, and so C * ct = C ct . As the demand for banking declines, so does C * ct . If C * ct < 50, the bank must decide either to enter with 50 in capital stock, so that C ct = 50, or not enter at all, so that C ct = 0. At some transition capital, C T , the bank is indifferent between opening or not. C T is the optimum capital in equation (1) in the county where profits π(C = 50) = 0. Having to open with a minimum capital introduces a discontinuity in capital stock and entry. Counties whose demand for banking results in an optimal capital stock just above C T have a lot more banking than counties with an optimal capital stock just below C T . In section IV, I use this discontinuous entry to estimate the causal effect of banking.
C. Estimating Optimal Capital Stock
The evidence and model of profit-maximizing banks suggest that the minimum capital constraint kept banks from entering some places. If there are no banks in a county, then C * ct must be below C T , the minimum threshold for entry. A county with a bank with 50 capital stock must have optimal Estimates of the optimal capital equation C * ct = ααt P θ+1 ct ηc ct based on the panel using C T as the dividing line for entering with $50,0000 in capital and C T 25 for entry with $25,000 in the columns using 1902. The full estimation details are in online appendix S.2. The first column uses all rural counties as described in section II, the second column uses all rural counties and the capital in 1902 for 1900, and the third and fourth columns restrict the sample to Union and border states. The last column restricts θ to 0, removing any population-scale effects. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1. capital between C T and 50. Counties with larger banks have exactly their endogenous optimal capital. Each county may fall into all three categories over the full panel.
To estimate the relationship, I employ a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for the reduced-form equation (1) which accounts for the constraints given by the minimum capital requirement. The MLE assumes that ln ct ∼ N(0, σ 2 ) and ln η c ∼ N(0, σ 2 η ) which puts positive weight on all possible C * ct given the observed behavior for a given county. Maximizing the likelihood is made more difficult by the county-level dependence of each time observation on η c , which requires using numerical integration to get the log likelihood for each county conditional only on the data. Appendix S.2 constructs the likelihood function and discusses estimation.
The results of estimating the entry model allowing for the discontinuity in actual entry are in table 2. Note that all specifications have extremely small standard errors. Column 1 shows the estimates for all counties, while column 2 shows the estimates using the capital stock in 1902. Columns 3 and 4 restrict the sample to rural counties in border or Union states. The last column restricts the population-scale effect (θ) to 0. The estimates in the first column suggest there is a great deal of fixed heterogeneity across counties (σ η ) and a much smaller individual county decade heterogeneity (σ ). The importance of the fixed component suggests that how good a place is for banking is largely fixed, and so entry depends particularly on whether a county has a sufficient population to sustain a bank of at least the minimum size rather than on whether a county has an idiosyncratic shock. These results reflect the experience of the period of population growth accompanied by entry, with relatively few counties losing banking (although individual banks do exit). Banks were not willing to enter with $50,000 in capital unless the population and business climate were enough to make their optimal capital $17,041, which suggests that entry with the minimum capital was profitable even when banks were pushed to enter with more than double their optimal capital stock.
Congress reduced the minimum capital to $25,000 in 1900, and hundreds of banks entered between 1900 and 1902. To use the change, I treat the entry behavior of banks in 1902 as what banks would have done in 1900 if they could enter with a minimum capital stock of $25,000. This introduces a new threshold C T 25 that applies only in 1900. So if a bank enters with $25,000 in 1902 in a county without a bank in 1900, the optimal capital stock in 1900 must have been more than the threshold for entering at $25,000 (C T 25 ) but less than the threshold for entering at $50,000 (C T ). This rule change clearly brings in a great deal of information since it separates counties that are very bad places for banking-they cannot even get a small bank-from counties that are only poor places for banking and so can support a small bank but not a larger one. With the estimates using the capital in 1902, the entry threshold increases to $22,772, and banks were willing to enter at the new minimum of $25,000 if their optimal capital was at least $13,275.
IV. The Causal Effect of Banking on Production
This section lays out a potential outcome framework for estimating the effects of national banks on production. It begins by discussing the identification problem when there is a constraint on entry. It then shows reduced-form estimates for the effects of banks before using the constraint directly. National banks were not the only sources of financial services in rural areas, although they were the largest. As with any other attempt to identify the effects of adding financial services, the counterfactual is not financial autarchy: personal credit, trade credit, state banks, and traveling further to gain access to institutions not available locally all provided 928 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS some access to financial services. Instead, the goal of this paper is to measure the effects of gaining access to the additional financial services offered by a national bank. Until the late 1880s, the national banks were the only banks entering in any serious numbers (Barnett, 1911) and were by far the largest, so for much of the period, the effect of a national bank is close to the effect of gaining access to any bank. I examine how competition with state banks may have affected the results and show estimates for 1870 to 1890 separately in section VI.
A. The Empirical Problem: Estimation When Entry Is Unconstrained
First, consider the situation if banks could freely enter and so decide to open with the capital stock C * ct in a given county c at time t that maximizes profits. Throughout I use an asterisk to indicate that the variable is what would happen if banks could enter freely and without the minimum size constraints. Then we might try to estimate
where Y * ct is the outcome of interest (typically log production per person), P ct is county population, and γ c and γ t are county-and time-specific effects.
The parameter γ e , where the e emphasizes endogeneity, is not likely to capture a causal effect in general. The main identification problem is that C * ct is chosen by banks that decide where to enter and at what size based on their own profitability. If we could take away banks' power to choose where to go and randomly assign them to enter counties as recent studies of microfinance do (Banerjee et al., 2015) , then it would be possible to get a causal estimate. The central empirical difficulty of how finance affects development is how to estimate the effect of banking on economic activity so that it has a causal interpretation when placement is generally endogenous. 13 The second major difficulty in estimating the effect of finance or banking is that the effects may vary over time. Credit, by definition, allows some people or firms to bring forward investment or consumption, while it allows others to delay it. Relieving credit constraints or introducing new savings options are likely to have effects that vary over time, possibly dramatically. For example, Fulford (2013) shows that the effect of financial access in the long term can be the opposite of what holds in the short term. Usefully, the problem is reasonably easy to deal with: Fulford (2013) shows that including past values of the banking variable deals with the problem by allowing the effects to vary over time. Allowing time-varying effects means that a bank can have an effect on entry that differs from its effect a decade or 13 See Levine (2005) and King and Levine (1993) for some attempts to deal with this problem comparing countries. Rajan and Zingales (1998) examine industries that are more likely to benefit from finance. Burgess and Pande (2005) use social banking rules in India as an instrument for which districts received more banks. more later. Not allowing dynamic effects forces these effects to be the same, which is both theoretically and empirically questionable.
B. Estimation When Entry Is Constrained
Banks could not enter freely during the period; they had to open with a minimum capital stock of $50,000. In some counties, banks that would have entered with a profit-maximizing capital less than $50,000 instead were forced to enter with the minimum capital. Other counties were denied banking that they would have had since banks did not find it profitable to enter with such a large capital stock. The minimum capital requirement thus causes the capital stock to jump discontinuously from $0 to 50,000, even though we might expect that the underlying economic activity that attracts banks behaves continuously. Small changes in the underlying fundamentals that attract banks thus cause big changes in the amount of banking. To make the exposition easier to read, capital stock is measured in $1,000s throughout. . EC ct measures how much more or less banking capital stock a county has because of the minimum size requirement.
The top panels of figure 3 illustrate how the actual capital stock is a discontinuous function of the optimal capital stock. For very low optimal capital stock, profits are negative and so no entry occurs, and the observed capital stock is 0. When optimal capital stock is greater than C T , entry occurs, and the actual capital stock jumps to 50. Excess capital is negative below entry, then jumps to positive as a bank enters with more than its optimal capital stock.
For the constrained counties affected by the minimum capital requirement, there are two different relationships of outcomes with banking. One is the endogenous relationship captured by equation (2). But that is no longer the full story; and estimating equation (2) on the constrained counties would not even correctly capture the noncausal correlation γ e , since the minimum size requirement is pushing banks The relationship between the estimated capital stock banks wanted to open with (optimal capital stock) and observable outcomes. Each dot is the result of multiple draws from the specific optimal capital distribution for each county in each year as estimated using equation (1) with the estimates in table 2. Each dot represents the average of the characteristics of the counties with draws within a 1 capital stock wide bin. Actual capital is 0 if banks are below the entry threshold (C T ) and 50 if banks enter at the minimum capital. Overall year effects are first removed from log total production per capita to deal with price changes. The larger light marks are the 5 capital wide bins for the counties with actual capital greater than 50.
away from their optimal capital. The minimum size regulation has its own effect on the outcome given by
where Y ct is the outcome with the rule and Y * ct is the outcome without the rule if banks could enter freely. If γ is positive, then areas with a constrained bank have more output per capita than they would without the minimum size requirement, while areas without a bank are denied banking services they might otherwise have had and so have less output. γ measures the effect of the minimum size requirement. It is a causal effect in the sense that it measures what happens when counties that otherwise would have different amounts of banking are forced to have more or less because of a regulation.
If we could observe what banks actually want to do, then combining equations (2) and (3),
estimates both the endogenous effect γ e and the effect of the regulation γ (where e ct = U ct + U * ct ). The standard sharp regression discontinuity result that γ is identified holds as long as the density of e conditional on C * is continuous (Hahn, Todd, & Klaauw, 2001; Imbens & Lemieux, 2008) . A regression discontinuity does not require C * to be uncorrelated with e since identification of the causal effect γ is coming from the jump in EC, which is a function of C * . Sharp regression Capital stock per capita is measured in units of $50,000 per 14,755 and so measures the effect of adding a minimum-size bank to a marginal county. Standard errors in parentheses. All regressions limit the sample to rural counties with populations greater than 1,000. Panel A examines only counties that have at least one bank and a capital stock less than 500 and (normalized) capital stock per capita less than 5. Panel B also includes counties with no banks and allows the effect to be quadratic. Panel C restricts the sample to counties with exactly one bank with capital less than 50 and capital stock per capita ≤5. Panel D uses an indicator for having a bank and removes the capital stock per capita restriction in C. Panels E and F find counties that were close to the margin between getting a bank and not. Panel E examines counties that are neighbors to counties with a 50 bank. The first column includes all neighbors, the second only neighbors that have no bank or a 50 bank, the third all counties with capital less than 200. Panel F includes only counties that have a 50 bank at some point during the period. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1. discontinuity designs have an "unavoidable need for extrapolation" (Imbens & Lemieux, 2008, p. 618) away from the threshold, although with copious data, it may be possible to minimize the extrapolation by estimating close to the threshold. Note that the panel dimension of the data is not used at all in a standard regression discontinuity (Lee & Lemieux, 2010) . 14 
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C. Reduced Form Estimates
Reduced-form estimates help explain the magnitude of the endogenous effect and the effect of the constraint and so are a useful place to start. In all of the estimates, as well as in figure 2, I normalize capital stock per person so that it is in units of adding $50,000 to the average population of the marginal county. To calculate that population, I take the average population from 1870 to 1900 of all counties that either have a single bank with $50,000 in capital stock or will get one during the period and have a population greater than 1,000, giving a population of 14,755. This normalization affects the size of the estimates but not their significance, and the population is not far off from the average rural population in 14 To see why the discontinuity is important, consider an alternate (bad) rule: banks must open with twice their optimal capital stock, so EC ct = C ct −C * ct = 2C * ct −C * ct = C * ct . The underlying estimating equation collapses into Y ct = γ c + γ t + (γ e + γ)C * ct /P ct + e ct . The causal effect of the rule is still γ, but there is no way to separately identify it from the endogenous effect γ e since both are continuous. 1880 in table 1. Normalizing this way means that all of the estimates can be compared directly to the effect of adding a minimum-size bank to the marginal county.
To understand the endogenous effect of unconstrained entry, I first estimate equation (2) using only counties that have a bank. Panel A in table 3 shows the results. In its simplest form without county fixed effects, this estimate is equivalent to finding the slope of the bottom-right panel of figure 2. Conditional on having a bank, gaining the equivalent of a minimum-sized bank for the marginal population is associated with higher output per person of about 6% across all counties. Putting in fixed effects or taking differences in the next two columns removes much of this effect, as one would expect if banks are attracted to more productive areas, giving an estimate of between 2% and 4% more production per person.
Panel B includes the counties without a bank and allows the effect of additional capital to be quadratic. While the minimum capital stock implies a particular form of discontinuous nonlinearity, it is useful to show estimates without that structure. Panel B shows that additional capital stock is less and less valuable; the effect of adding a 50 bank around the entry threshold for capital is nearly 15%, while for a county that has 200 in national bank capital, adding 50 makes almost no difference.
To consider the effect of entry, I next compare counties that have a bank that opened at the minimum size to counties that do not have a bank. Since counties that do not have a bank are also likely to be counties that are less attractive in many ways, such estimates are mostly useful as a comparison for later estimates that account for endogeneity. Panel C in table 3 compares the capital stock per capita of counties without a bank and with a 50 capital bank, and panel D simply includes an indicator for whether the county has a bank. Without fixed effects or first differences, it is clear that counties with banks are much more productive; production per person is 22% higher using capital stock per person or 37% higher using the indicator for the presence of a bank. As one might expect if endogeneity is important, including fixed effects or first differences substantially reduces these estimates to between 12% and 17%.
The difference between panel A, and panels C and D, gives one approximation of the causal effect of entry. Panel A suggests the endogenous effect of gaining more capital stock per person (γ e ) in equation (4) is around 2.5% and 4%. Since the estimates with fixed effects in panels C and D are approximately the combined endogenous effect and the effect of entry at the minimum size γ + γ e in equation (4), the effect of entry at the minimum size in an unbanked county is likely to be around 8% to 14.5%.
A different approach to estimating the effect of bank entry is to construct comparison groups by finding counties where one might believe that the C * ct are very similar between two groups but some counties had banks while others did not. The first comparison group makes use of the geographical dimension of the data. Neighboring counties might be very similar, and a bank may enter one of them based only on small differences in expected profits. Then counties that gain a bank have similar optimal capital to their neighbors. The problem with this approach is that there is no reason to suppose that the effect of a bank stops at a county border, although it may be attenuated the farther from the bank a person lives. The comparison counties may be better off because they are next to a county where a bank entered, and so the effect of banking may be underestimated. I explicitly consider distance at the end of section VI and in the online appendix.
Panel E in table 3 shows several different approaches to defining the neighboring counties. Since whether a county is next to a county with a 50 capital stock bank is not fixed, all of the estimates use first differences and so compare the change in log production per capita in counties that get a bank with their neighbors. The first column includes all neighbors of a county with a 50 bank, the second limits the analysis to neighbors that have a 50 bank or no bank, and the third includes neighbors as long as they have less than 200 capital stock. The results suggest that counties that get a 50 bank grow between 6% and 8.5% faster than their neighbors.
The second comparison group makes use of the panel dimension of the data by comparing counties that will get or had a bank with 50 capital stock, but do not have a bank in the period, to counties that currently have a bank. A county that had a bank but lost it or a county that will get a bank in the next period may have a similar underlying attractiveness to banks. The idea is that the growth from 1870 to 1880 for a county that has a 50 bank in 1870 is a good comparison to the growth from 1870 to 1880 for a county that gets a bank during the decade. The last panel in table 3 shows these estimates. Depending on whether the sample includes all counties that gain or lose a 50 bank (which includes some counties that have more than one bank), or only counties that have 1 or 0 banks, the estimates are between 7.8% and 10.7%.
D. Estimating Using the Discontinuity Directly
The behavior of banks during the period means there is an underlying discontinuity in where banks enter and the model of profit maximization with a minimum size constraint gives that discontinuity an explicit structure. Reduced-form estimates that do not take that structure into account do not correctly capture the effects of banking since they are combining the endogenous relationship of banking with the effect caused by the minimum size constraint.
The key to estimating the effect of bank entry is that while C * ct is not observable, using the estimation in section IIIC provides a conditional density of C * ct for each county and time. First, the optimal capital stock within a county must be consistent with the observed entry of banks into that county at every decade. Second, the distribution of optimal capital stock depends on where banks have entered and at what population in all counties over the entire sample. The optimal capital stock estimation gives a distribution that is unique to each county and decade of the many things unobservable to the econometrician that make a county a more or less desirable place to do banking. For example, consider two counties that do not get banks between 1870 and 1900, but one of them gets a bank with $25,000 in capital stock between 1900 and 1902 when Congress reduces the minimum. While we still do not know exactly what would have happened without the constraint, the entry by 1902 in one county suggests the distribution of optimal capital in 1900 must have been substantially higher than in the county where no bank found it profitable to enter even at the reduced minimum capital. In section S.3 of the online appendix, I give further examples and show the estimated distributions from several counties with varying entry experiences.
Nonparametric estimates. Using the distributions from the optimal capital stock estimation from the previous section necessarily implies some parametric assumptions. It is nonetheless useful to begin examining the effects of banking without imposing any additional structure on the problem. I begin by drawing many potential optimal capital stocks for each county in each decade from its own conditional distribution. Counties with higher density close to the dividing line are more likely to have draws close to the threshold. The only information in the conditional distributions comes from what was used to form the optimal capital stock estimation: the actual entry and size of banks and the population of the county over the panel. Figure 3 shows how these draws relate to the county characteristics. Each dot represents the average of all of the counties that had an optimal capital stock draw within a bin $1,000 wide. The top two panels show how the observed capital stock and excess capital stock vary with the optimal capital stock. When optimal capital is below the threshold, banks do not enter and actual capital is 0. When optimal capital is above the threshold, banks enter at the minimum capital of 50. 15 By definition, excess capital is the difference between what a county would have if entry were unconstrained and what it actually gets. Excess capital is therefore negative below the entry threshold and then positive and declining above the threshold. The larger dots above 50 are the average over a 5 capital wide bin of the counties with banks with actual capital greater than 50. The optimal capital stock estimation treats these banks as unconstrained so their optimal capital stock is their observed capital stock and their excess capital stock is 0.
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If we were to take these draws as actual data, a standard regression discontinuity approach would examine how predetermined county characteristics vary with the assignment variable to understand whether the assumption that the density of the unobservables around the threshold is continuous. Figure 3 shows several such approaches. County population does not jump around the threshold of entry. Since population is in the optimal capital estimation, the estimates of optimal capital already condition on it. Nonetheless, it is good to see that it does not jump when crossing the entry threshold. Next, I examine log county area, which is certainly predetermined (in the appendix, I also show a similar graph for the distance to St. Louis, a major trading city). The optimal capital stock estimation does not condition on area or location. The figure shows that area varies approximately continuously with optimal capital stock and does not jump discontinuously at the entry point.
Similarly, there is no break around the dividing line for entry in log production per capita in 1860. There were no national banks in 1860, so they could not have affected output then. Along baseline log production per person, counties that are more likely to be close to the line but just did not get a bank are very similar to counties that are likely to be close to the line but got a bank.
Finally, I examine the main outcome of interest: log production per person. I first remove year effects so that price changes do not affect the results. As optimal capital stock increases, log production per person increases with a discontinuous jump at entry. Taking the difference between the means on either side within $2,000 of the entry line, the effect of a bank entering at the minimum size is 12.7%. The comparison between the production in 1860 and 1870 to 1900 15 When optimal capital gets close to 50, there is some variance because the optimal capital estimation allows for having multiple constrained banks in a county, each acting as a monopolist in its own area. It is possible for a twobank county with actual capital of 100 to have an optimal capital only barely sufficient for entry for each. There are relatively few such counties, and excluding them does not affect the results, but I show them for completeness.
illustrates the discontinuity of entry and its large impact: counties with banks did produce substantially more during the period than otherwise very similar counties, even though they were very similar beforehand.
Estimation using the conditional mean. My preferred approach uses only the conditional mean of optimal capital stock for each county and decade and so is less sensitive to the relative densities at the dividing line. The approach is very simple: estimate equation (4) with the mean optimal capital stock from the density for each county-decade (C * ct ) replacing the actual but unobserved optimal capital stock (C * ct ). Under what conditions will estimating equation (4) with the conditional means estimate γ? The first requirement is that equation (4) captures the true structure of the problem, including that the relationship of capital stock per person and output per person is linear even away from the entry point. Then if we observed C * ct , estimating equation (4) using ordinary least squares with all of the data would be the best linear unbiased estimator of γ (Lee & Lemieux, 2010) . The second requirement is that the conditional mean is unbiased. (4) OLS still recovers γ. This result comes from the optimal prediction error model in Hyslop and Imbens (2001) , but is just a variation on the result that replacing individual observations with group aggregates does not create bias (see, e.g., Deaton, 1997) . The key point is that unlike with classical measurement error where the error is assumed to be independent of the true value, here the error is independent of the observed value and correlated with the true value.
Under these two assumptions, replacing the actual optimal capital stock with its conditional mean still estimates γ without bias. This approach assumes that the functional form in equation (4) holds. It does not, however, require as much from the optimal capital stock estimation except that it deliver unbiased conditional means that vary by county and decade. It is crucial that the conditional means vary and this is where the panel becomes important. In a single cross-section, the conditional means of all counties below entry would be the same (except for the effect of population, which is removed by dividing by population in equation [4] ). The conditional mean is not helpful since it is just a constant. With the panel, the conditional means of different counties vary. The conditional means will vary much less than the true underlying C * ct , and so the standard errors will be much larger than if C * ct were observable. One potential check thatC * ct is indeed a good predictor is to use additional information in the optimal capital estimation to form the conditional densities. In 1900 capital requirements for national banks were halved to $25,000. Many new banks decided to enter in the next several years at the lower capital requirements, and some existing banks reduced their capital, as shown in figure 1 . Using the extra information from 1902 provides a useful test for whether the distributional assumptions for optimal capital stock are driving Excess capital stock per capita and optimal capital are measured in units of $50,000 per 14,755 people and so measure the effect of adding a minimum-size bank to a marginal county. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the state level. The estimates use the conditional mean of excess and optimal capital from the optimal capital stock estimation in table 2. The regressions include only counties with a conditional mean within 15 of the transition capital. Excluding 1902 means that the conditional moments for optimal capital does not include information from banks entering with $25,000 in 1902. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.
results. More information about the underlying distribution should not affect the results if the underlying distributional assumptions are correct since it should not change whether E[u ct |C * ct ] = 0. In practice, since the extra information should make the estimation more precise, I show results using 1902 and then examine whether not using the information affects the estimates.
Parametric estimates using the conditional mean. Table 4 shows the results from using the county conditional mean. As in the reduced-form estimates in table 3, I normalize excess capital stock and optimal capital stock so they are in units of adding a bank of the minimum size to the marginal county population. The main estimates use only counties that have at least one decade in which the conditional mean is within 15 of the transition capital stock for entry C T . Restricting the window keeps the estimates from being driven by counties that will never get a bank or have a great deal of capital stock already, and so relies less on the linear functional form of equation (4). I consider both wider and smaller windows in section VI. While the actual, but unobserved, optimal capital stock may be close to the transition capital C T , the conditional mean is not generally very close to the transition since relatively little information is used by the optimal capital estimation.
The extra banking that the minimum capital stock brings increases production per person by 10.08%. Including a oneperiod lag suggests that there may be continuing growth effects rather than just a single-level effect: allowing for dynamic effects leaves the initial impact similar at 9.9%, and the second decade increases by 9.3%. There is no evidence of a declining effect of bank entry. Instead, getting a bank appears to have a compounding growth effect.
Not using the information from 1902 barely changes the estimates. When using only the entry behavior from 1870 to 1900 to form the conditional mean, the effect of the minimum capital stock requirement is 11.1%. All of the estimates include time effects or are in first differences, which should sweep out overall price changes over time. Since four time periods is a short panel, first differencing allows me to relax the relatively strong assumptions necessary to allow fixed effects in a short panel. First differencing comes at an efficiency cost, however. The first difference estimates suggest a lower impact of the minimum capital stock requirement of 5.9%.
The impact of optimal capital stock per capita is much smaller than the effect of the extra capital caused by the minimum capital stock requirement. The coefficient on optimal capital per person is about 3.4%, very close to to the estimates in panel A of table 3 for the unconstrained banks. The effect of endogenous capital stock seems to be about the same above and below entry.
The effect of gaining a minimum size bank is substantially larger than the endogenous effect. We might expect that standard estimates that do not take into account endogeneity will overestimate the effects of banks since banks choose the most profitable places to enter. However, the estimated effect of gaining a minimum-size bank contains two separate changes: gaining access to the services offered by a national bank and gaining the excess capital caused by the minimum capital constraint. The pure entry effect cannot 934 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS Excess capital stock per capita and optimal capital are measured in units of $50,000 per 14,755 people and so measure the effect of adding a minimum-size bank to a marginal county. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the state level. All estimates use the conditional mean including banks in 1902 and all rural counties sample, restricting the sample to counties with a conditional mean of optimal capital stock within 15 of the transition capital. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.
be separately identified from the extra capital caused by the minimum capital since both occur at the same time. Since the endogenous effect is smaller, this suggests that the pure entry effect is large. Having some access to the services provided by a national bank seems to be very important.
V. Decomposing the Increase in Production per Person
To examine how banking affects the components of total productivity, table 5 shows the conditional mean estimates for manufacturing value per capita, farm production value per capita, the share of manufacturing in total output, the percent of improved farmland, and farm yield. For a county with the marginal population, gaining $50,000 in capital increased manufacturing production by a statistically insignificant 5.8%. The increase in total production seems to be particularly driven by increases in farm production value per capita, which increased by 13.2%.
Gaining a bank decreased the percent of manufacturing in the total production, as shown in the middle columns of table 5. A negative result is particularly striking because national banks could not lend with land as collateral, and so the only direct way to promote agriculture was by providing working capital to farmers and merchants and helping commerce in general. These results, of course, hold only for the marginal rural county; national banks may have promoted industrialization in the cities while facilitating agriculture in rural areas.
Banks seem to have promoted agriculture largely on the extensive margin rather than on the intensive margin. Table  5 examines how banking affected the fraction of improved farmland in a county and the yield (in dollars of production per acre). Improved farmland is land that has been cleared and is being tilled or is lying fallow, including orchards and permanent pastures, and so represents land that is actively used for agriculture. For all rural counties, there is no effect of excess capital stock on the yield in the regressions in levels. The land under cultivation, however, increased. Including lagged effects suggests that banks may have only a short-term effect on the amount of farmland compared to unbanked counties.
VI. Robustness
To check the robustness of the results, I restrict the sample in several ways and examine the effect of including the information from 1902 and other changes in the conditional density in optimal capital. Table 6 shows the marginal effect and its p-value in brackets for all of the dependent variables for different changes in the sample and the optimal capital estimation. The first two columns collect the results from tables 4 and 5. The columns that show two lags sum the coefficient on the excess capital stock and its decade lag together and test their joint significance.
A. Not Including 1902
One concern about the estimates is that the functional form and counties far from getting a bank are driving the results. Using the additional information about banking in 1902 after the minimum capital requirements went into effect gives a great deal of information about the distribution of optimal capital for counties with low populations and no banks. Not using the extra information then places greater emphasis on the functional form, and so helps clarify how much the functional form is responsible for the results. Using the capital stock in 1902 also requires assuming that the banking situation in 1902 is identical to 1900 except for the variation in capital requirements, and that banks have had a chance to fully adjust by 1902. The results not using 1902 are shown in the third and fourth columns of table 6.
The estimates are largely unchanged, which is particularly striking since the sample of included counties is much larger for the estimates using all rural counties but not using 1902. Without the 1902 information, counties without a bank in 1900-many of the western and southern counties-could be anywhere below C T . With the extra information, those that still do not have a $25,000 bank in 1902 are pushed very far from the line (now they must also be below C T 25 ), and so p-values in brackets, testing the combined effect of both lags of excess capital stock per capita. All columns include counties with a conditional mean within 15 of the entry point. The first two columns show the results including the rule change in 1902; the next two columns use the conditional mean based on the optimal capital stock estimation that does not use the extra information from the rule change. The fifth and sixth columns use only rural Union counties (see note 11). All regressions include county fixed effects, time effects, and cluster at the county level.
are excluded by not being within $15,000 of the entry point. That including so many additional counties, but in a way that accounts for the relative paucity of information about them, does not change the results suggests that the estimation approach is quite robust.
B. Excluding the South
While most of the analysis includes all rural counties, it is possible that banking in the sparsely populated West and poorly banked South had a different effects than in the North and Midwest. In addition, the inclusion of so many sparsely populated and poorly banked counties places additional weight on the functional form assumptions. It is not necessarily a problem that the rest of the country had few banks; although counties in the West did not get many banks, they also had very low populations, and so should have had few banks. Similarly, the regressions interpret the few banks in the South as meaning that the South was not a good place for banking. So restricting the sample also examines whether the estimation is driven by including areas with few banks. The "Union Rural" columns in table 6 restrict the sample to rural counties in northern and midwestern states, since these counties are the most comparable. Excluding the South and West does not change the results much. Not using the information from the change between 1900 and 1902 again leaves the results largely unchanged.
C. Other Variations
In the online appendix, I further examine the robustness of the results by changing the sample of included counties in several ways and altering the functional form. First, I restrict the sample to remove the relatively few counties that have banks with $50,000 and banks with more capital. Second, I restrict the sample to include only counties in which the mean optimal capital is within $10,000 of the entry threshold rather than $15,000. Third, I extend the sample to include all counties that are constrained during the period and so have either a bank at the minimum or no bank at all. There are many counties with low population that should have very little banking, and including them puts a great deal of weight on the functional form. Changing the sample does not affect the estimates much. Finally, I restrict the population scale effect (θ) in the optimal capital stock estimation equation (1) to be exactly 0, and reestimate the effects of banking. The effects of banking are slightly larger with the more restrictive functional form.
D. State Banks
The estimated effect is for a national bank of the minimum size entering a rural county that does not have a national bank. It identifies the effect of providing the services of a national bank on top of the existing financial services. This effect is not necessarily the effect of any access to banking, however, because other financial institutions existed at the time, including banks with state charters. It took until the 1880s for many states to set up laws that allowed for the general incorporation of state banks without a special provision (James, 1978) after state banks were largely taxed out of existence by the National Banking Acts. Texas prohibited state banks entirely until after 1905 (James, 1978) . Until the late 1880s, there were too few state banks to have much of an effect on estimation. Yet after 1890, state banks entered in sufficient numbers to provide real competition with the national banks, especially because they often had lower capital stock requirements and so could enter places unprofitable for national banks. 16 
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The last columns in table 4 examine how the new competition with the state banks changes the estimates. First, I estimate the effect of national banks only between 1870 and 1890 when state banks would not have had much of an impact. From 1870 to 1890, a national bank had a larger effect on production than on average across the period: 14.5% compared to around 10% with fixed effects and 6% in differences estimated across the entire period. It seems that the added competition from state banks did diminish the effect from national banks.
State bank minimum capital requirements were not uniform, and so, the state banks would have provided more competition in some states than others. In the last two columns of table 4, I show the effect of interacting the state bank capital stock minimum in 1895 with the excess capital measure in each decade. 17 The reason for the decade interactions is that state bank minimums in 1895 would have been an issue only during the late 1880s and 1890s and so should not have an effect on the estimate of the effect of a national bank before that. In 1870 and 1880, the minimum state capital stock in 1895 has a zero or even positive effect. For the 1890s, however, higher state bank minimums lower the effect of national banks by a large and statistically significant amount. This suggests that rather than providing effective competition, areas with low state bank minimums had low minimums exactly because they were in generally unattractive places for banking. The low minimums were necessary to get any banking. The interaction effect is also consistent with the distance analysis I describe next. A bank (whether state or national) coming into an area where there are few banks close by should have a larger effect. As national banks spread out and state banks joined them starting in the late 1880s, the effect of any bank should have diminished because it was improving financial access less.
E. Distance
Using geography to identify the effects of banking assumes that distance somehow matters. If someone in a county far from a bank can get a loan just as easily, then the presence of a local bank should make little difference. The spread of banks that accompanied the spread of population shows that local banking is important; otherwise all banking could be done at lower cost in one location. But in identifying a single effect of extra capital, the estimate ignores that some counties are much closer to other sources of banking than other counties. In the online appendix, I construct a measure of the distance to banking based on the mean distance to the nearest bank by area of each county. The interaction of distance with the excess capital suggests that banks 17 Using the state minimums is not straightforward, however. The state minimums changed over time, and the earliest broad evidence appears to be from the Comptroller of the Currency in 1895 (see also Barnett, 1911) . Even in 1895, many states did not have "free banking" and so did not have explicit minimums. Of the states that did have explicit minimums, there is fairly wide variation, ranging from 0 in South Carolina, to $25,000 in Ohio and Georgia, to $100,000 in Louisiana.
have larger effects in counties where other banks are farther away.
VII. Conclusion
Although there has been much work on financial development, it is often difficult to identify the effects of financial institutions. By focusing on a banking regime in which there were important limits on banks, this paper helps clarify the importance of banking and sheds some light on how banking affects growth. The tightly constrained national banks were an important source of growth: for the marginal county close to the line between getting a bank and not, the presence of a national bank increased production per capita by 10%. The services that national banks could offer were clearly very important. National banks seem to have promoted both farming and manufacturing, but in the marginal rural counties, they tilted the production mix to agriculture. These banks seem to have promoted a move toward geographic comparative advantage, although the nature of the discontinuity means that the estimates apply only to rural counties.
The rapidly expanding variety and size of financial institutions, from international banks to microfinance institutions, make understanding their complex role in the economy even more important. For example, financial institutions may also cause reallocation of activity to some areas and away from others, just as transportation does (Donaldson, forthcoming) . Capturing such effects requires a full structural model of the economy allowing general equilibrium geographic and sectoral reallocation and is an important direction for future work.
The GDP per capita of the United States in 1870 would have put it someplace between India and China today (Maddison, 1995) , and the United States at that time shared many characteristics with developing countries today. In particular, the transportation infrastructure was poor relative to the present, which made moving funds around difficult and getting goods to market costly, which is still true in many developing countries (World Bank, 2009 ). The rapid expansion of mobile phone banking (Mbiti & Weil, 2011) illustrates the large unmet demand in developing countries for basic banking and payment networks.
The national banks played a critical role in the payments system, giving people access to funds where and when they need it, not least by issuing currency directly. The mail order catalog-the Sears Catalog is the best known-grew explosively during the period (Nystrom, 1915) . Just as the ability to transfer funds online has allowed new ways to buy goods today, the ability to transfer funds then promoted new forms of commerce. Because the modern financial system is so developed and the advent of telecommunications and information technology has made the payments system so efficient in developed countries, it is easy to forget that one of the primary roles of banking historically was to provide exchange and facilitate commerce by connecting distant places financially. National banks both issued loans-typically of short duration and often to fund goods in transit-and national bank notes, which as currency facilitated the exchange of goods. Since national banks were generally not making long-term loans to expand businesses or farms directly and could not make mortgages, these banks' primary investment role was to provide working capital to producers and merchants rather than to provide the fixed capital to create new enterprises. That they mattered for growth suggests that these services are crucial in a growing and poorly connected economy. Facilitating a payments system, providing working capital, and funding goods in transit are key functions of banks during periods of growth and development.
